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Abstract. The non-recursive rejection filter (RF), which is
improved with the purpose of transient acceleration at arriving
of the passive interference edge caused by disturbing
reflections from fixed or slow-moving objects, is synthesized
by the state-variables method. The structural diagram is
offered of the tunable RF in the transient with the purpose of
improvement of signal extraction effectiveness from the
moving targets on the background of the passive interference
edge. The comparative analysis is performed of RF
effectiveness for fixed and tunable structure in the transient
according to the criterion of the normalized interference
suppression coefficient and the improvement coefficient of the
signal-to-interference ratio. The essential increase of the signal
extraction effectiveness from the moving objects on the
background on the interference edge for the wide class of the
spectral-correlation characteristics at RF structure
modification.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Radar systems (RS) found an application for solution of a
wide circle of problems of civil and military character [1].
Modern multi-functional RSs allow detection and coordinate
localization of various objects. The presence of the strong
passive (correlated) interference from the fixed or slowly
moved objects caused by disturbing reflections (so-called, a
clutter) essentially disturbs the normal RS operation leading to
receiver front-end overloading as well as signal masking and
eventually to the moving target signal disappearing [2, 3]. The
moving target signal detection on the background of passive
interference is the one of relevant and complex tasks of
received data processing, which is solved in RS of various
application [1]. Methods of protection approaches against
clutter and coordinate measurement for different types of
radars and the used probing signal are described in a series of
publications, in particular, in [1-5].
The clutter protection problem is most effectively solved in
so-called pulse-Doppler RSs with the small of-duty factor of
the probing signal or in RSs with quasi-continuous wave, in
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which the coherent pulses with high repetition frequency (up
to several tens and even hundreds of kilohertz) are used [1, 2].
At that, the unambiguous measurement of the Doppler target
velocity with high resolution and accuracy are achieved.
However, the range measurement is ambiguous and to avoid
this, the specific methods must be applied which complicate
the signal processing [1, 5].
The unambiguous range measurement is achieved in
coherent-pulse RSs at high duty-off factor of probing signals,
which leads to wide application of such RSs in practice [1].
However, the low pulse repetition frequency does not provide
the unambiguous Doppler frequency measurement for the
relevant velocities of the wide class of radar objects [3, 4].
The low pulse repetition frequency chosen from the
condition of unambiguous range measurement leads to the
close location of comb spectral components, which
complicates the moving object signal selection on the
background of interference that exceeds in power. In this case,
the main operation of received data processing is the rejection
of interference spectral components. The rejection filter (RF)
becomes the main unit of the appropriate processing system.
A problem of moving target selection on the clutter
background, properties of the clutter, novel promising
methods of the clutter rejection effectiveness growth and
various aspects of this problems are permanently described in
Russian and foreign scientific-engineering periodic journals
[6-16]. Nevertheless, this scientific direction cannot be
considered as fully studied. In this paper, we consider
improvement of characteristics of rejection filters of the non-
recursive type, which are widely used in the systems of echoes
extractions from moving targets on the background of the
intensive clutter [1-3]. When the clutter edge arrives to the
input of such a RF, the complicated transient mode is observed
at its output as far as this clutter is occupied all delay stages of
the RF. In this case, non-compensated clutter residues produce
a strong background, which masks the desired signal and leads
to false alarms of a radar. To struggle against this situation at
discrete scanning of the antenna beam we can use the
strobbing (gating) of the RF output samples excluding thus the
transient mode at the cost of appropriate number lack of the
processed samples. In the mode of continuous scanning, in
order to exclude the transient mode, is necessary to undertake
the addition measures to determine the clutter edge position.
Regardless of the scanning mode, reduction of the processed
sequence at its restricted duration, in the case of the high
coverage rate, is related to effectiveness losses of signal
processing.
In above-cited books [1-5] and papers in the periodic
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editions [6-15], the problem of improvement of rejection filt r
characteristic with the purpose of tra sient reduction is not
sol d. The exclusion is the publication [16], in which the
probl m of transient acceleration is solved for the recursive
rejection filt rs. This is achieved by means of switching of
recursive connections after achievement the steady-state mode
in the non-recursive part of RF. At that, the structure of the
non-recursive part is classical without acceleration of its
transients.
In this connection, the improvement of the RF structure
with the aim of its transients speeding-up and effectiveness
improving of signal extraction on the background of clutter
edge is the relevant research task. Exactly this task is
considered in the present paper.
II. THE SYNTHESIS OF IMPROVED REJECTION FILTER
For the synthesis of the modernized RF structure in the
transient mode, similar to [16], we use the method of state
variables, which gives the adequate filter description in the
time domain. Being a discrete system, the digital non-
recursive RF of m -order in the k -th time moment can be
described by some state vector ( ) [ ( )]nk x k=X , where
( )nx k is the state variable corresponding to the output value of
the n -th delay unit of the RF, 1,n m= . The difference matrix
equation of the RF state has a view in the standard form [17]
( 1) ( ) ( )k k u k+ = +X AX B ,                                             (1)
where A  is the matrix of m m×  dimension, which defines the
connection between states in k -th and ( 1k + )-th time
moments, B  is a column vector of m dimension describing
the dependence between state variables and the input impact
( )u k .
The difference equation (1) solution, at known processed












= +∑X A X A B ,                                  (2)
depending on filter parameters and the vector initial state (0)X .
Modernization of the non-recursive RF structure with the
aim of transient speeding-up assumes the formation of the
initial state vector. A criterion of transient speeding-up is
based on the condition of RF output constancy and hence, its
state from the moments of clutter arrival
( 1) ( ) (0)k k+ = =X X X
or ( 1) ( ) 0k k+ − =X X  for 0k ≥ .                                   (3)
The squareness of the pulse train envelope, which takes
place at discrete observation radar mode and in combination
with known time of sample arrival, opens new possibilities of
RF transient speeding-up and is the necessary condition of
criterion (3) fulfillment. If the envelope shape differs from
rectangular one, for example, at continuous scanning, then we
must fix the moment of clutter arrival and perform the
preliminary sample weighting to provide the envelope
squareness.
Actual clutter samples represent a random process with
definite fluctuation character, and we may imply the envelope
squareness within the limits of the mean value of samples’
sequence. On this account, we shall approximate a step at the
clutter edge by the stepped input impact with constant
amplitude. Then, a limitation superposable to the input sample
takes a form
( 1) ( ) (0)u k u k u+ = =
or ( 1) ( ) 0u k u k+ − =  for 0k ≥ .                                     (4)
The criterion (3) with relations (2) and (4) account leads to
equation
( ) (0) (0) 0k k u− + =A A I X A B ,
which solution is the vector of initial state
1(0) ( ) (0)u−= −X I A B ,                                                  (5)
where I  is the identity matrix.
Thus, a constancy of states and the RF output is provided
upon condition that the initial state vector (0)X  takes a value
at the moment of clutter arrival, which is proportional,
according to (5), to the first clutter sample.
Let us illustrate a synthesis of the improved RF in the
transient mode on an example of non-recursive filter of the 3rd
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.               (6)
The value of initial state vector (0)X , which is obtained as
a results of a synthesis, in contrast to [16] assumes the sample
)0(u  arrival at outputs of all RF delay units at the moment of
clutter edge appearance. Since in the classic RF diagram, the
(0)u  sample does not pass to outputs of delay units and,
accordingly, the vector (0) 0=X , then, to satisfy the
condition (6), we must require introduction of units, which
perform the RF structure adjustment.
III. THE STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM OF THE IMPROVED RF
The structural diagram of the adjustable RF represented in
Fig.1 contains the clutter detector CD, the synchronous
generator SG, the switch SW, storage devices SDT performing
functions of delay units for samples processed over the period
T  of its repetition, adders ( Σ ) and weighting units ( )g l ,
0,l m=  [18]. The clutter detector (CD) contains the
comparator performing the comparison of the received
interference with the specified values, and logical elements for
formation of the unitary single [18]. At coincidence of the
antenna beam position during discrete scanning and the clutter
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editions [6-15], the problem of improvement of rejection filter
characteristic with the purpose of transient reduction is not
solved. The exclusion is the publication [16], in which the
problem of transient acceleration is solved for the recursive
rejection filters. This is achieved by means of switching of
recursive connections after achievement the steady-state mode
in the non-recursive part of RF. At that, the structure of the
non-recursive part is classical without acceleration of its
transients.
In this connection, the improvement of the RF structure
with the aim of its transients speeding-up and effectiveness
improving of signal extraction on the background of clutter
edge is the relevant research task. Exactly this task is
considered in the present paper.
II. THE SYNTHESIS OF IMPROVED REJECTION FILTER
For the synthesis of the modernized RF structure in the
transient mode, similar to [16], we use the method of state
variables, which gives the adequate filter description in the
time domain. Being a discrete system, the digital non-
recursive RF of m -order in the k -th time moment can be
described by some state vector ( ) [ ( )]nk x k=X , where
( )nx k is the state variable corresponding to the output value of
the n -th delay unit of the RF, 1,n m= . The difference matrix
equation of the RF state has a view in the standard form [17]
( 1) ( ) ( )k k u k+ = +X AX B ,                                             (1)
where A  is the matrix of m m×  dimension, which defines the
connection between states in k -th and ( 1k + )-th time
moments, B  is a column vector of m dimension describing
the dependence between state variables and the input impact
( )u k .
The difference equation (1) solution, at known processed












= +∑X A X A B ,                                  (2)
depending on filter parameters and the vector initial state (0)X .
Modernization of the non-recursive RF structure with the
aim of transient speeding-up assumes the formation of the
initial state vector. A criterion of transient speeding-up is
based on the condition of RF output constancy and hence, its
state from the moments of clutter arrival
( 1) ( ) (0)k k+ = =X X X
or ( 1) ( ) 0k k+ − =X X  for 0k ≥ .                                   (3)
The squareness of the pulse train envelope, which takes
place at discrete observation radar mode and in combination
with known time of sample arrival, opens new possibilities of
RF transient speeding-up and is the necessary condition of
criterion (3) fulfillment. If the envelope shape differs from
rectangular one, for example, at continuous scanning, then we
must fix the moment of clutter arrival and perform the
preliminary sample weighting to provide the envelope
squareness.
Actual clutter samples represent a random process with
definite fluctuation character, and we may imply the envelope
squareness within the limits of the mean value of samples’
sequence. On this account, we shall approximate a step at the
clutter edge by the stepped input impact with constant
amplitude. Then, a limitation superposable to the input sample
takes a form
( 1) ( ) (0)u k u k u+ = =
or ( 1) ( ) 0u k u k+ − =  for 0k ≥ .                                     (4)
The criterion (3) with relations (2) and (4) account leads to
equation
( ) (0) (0) 0k k u− + =A A I X A B ,
which solution is the vector of initial state
1(0) ( ) (0)u−= −X I A B ,                                                  (5)
where I  is the identity matrix.
Thus, a constancy of states and the RF output is provided
upon condition that the initial state vector (0)X  takes a value
at the moment of clutter arrival, which is proportional,
according to (5), to the first clutter sample.
Let us illustrate a synthesis of the improved RF in the
transient mode on an example of non-recursive filter of the 3rd
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The value of initial state vector (0)X , which is obtained as
a results of a synthesis, in contrast to [16] assumes the sample
)0(u  arrival at outputs of all RF delay units at the moment of
clutter edge appearance. Since in the classic RF diagram, the
(0)u  sample does not pass to outputs of delay units and,
accordingly, the vector (0) 0=X , then, to satisfy the
condition (6), we must require introduction of units, which
perform the RF structure adjustment.
III. THE STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM OF THE IMPROVED RF
The structural diagram of the adjustable RF represented in
Fig.1 contains the clutter detector CD, the synchronous
generator SG, the switch SW, storage devices SDT performing
functions of delay units for samples processed over the period
T  of its repetition, adders ( Σ ) and weighting units ( )g l ,
0,l m=  [18]. The clutter detector (CD) contains the
comparator performing the comparison of the received
interference with the specified values, and logical elements for
formation of the unitary single [18]. At coincidence of the
antenna beam position during discrete scanning and the clutter
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transient mode, similar to [16], we use the method of state
variables, which gives the adequate filter description in the
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moments, B  is a column vector of m dimension describing
the dependence between state variables a d t e input impact
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depending on filter parameters and the vector initial state (0)X .
Modernization of the non-recursive RF structure with the
aim of transient speeding-up assumes the formation of the
initial state vector. A criterion of transient speeding-up is
based on the condition of RF output constancy and hence, its
state from the moments of clutter arrival
( 1) ( ) (0)k k+ = =X X X
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takes a form
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The criterion (3) with relations (2) and (4) account leads to
equation
( ) (0) (0) 0k k u− + =A A I X A B ,
which solution is the vector of initial state
1(0) ( ) (0)u−= −X I A B ,                                                  (5)
where I  is the identity matrix.
Thus, a constancy of states and the RF output is provided
upon condition that the initial state vector (0)X  takes a value
at the moment of clutter arrival, which is proportional,
according to (5), to the first clutter sample.
Let us illustrate a synthesis of the improved RF in the
transient mode on an example of non-recursive filter f the 3rd
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The value of initial state vector (0)X , which is obtained as
a results of a synthesis, in contrast to [16] assumes the sample
)0(u  arrival at outputs of all RF delay units at the moment of
clutter edge appearance. Since in the classic RF diagram, the
(0)u  sample does not pass to outputs of delay units and,
accordingly, the vector (0) 0=X , then, to satisfy the
condition (6), we must require introduction of units, which
perform the RF structure adjustment.
III. THE STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM OF THE IMPROVED RF
The structural diagram of the adjustable RF represented in
Fig.1 contains the clutter detector CD, the synchronous
generator SG, the switch SW, storage devices SDT performing
functions of delay units for samples processed over th  period
T  of its repetition, add s ( Σ ) and weighting u its ( )g l ,
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solved. The exclusion is the publication [16], in which the
problem of transient acceleration is solved for the recursive
rejection filters. This is achieved by means of switching of
recursive connections after achievement the steady-state mode
in the non-recursive part of RF. At that, the structure of the
non-recursive part is classical without acceleration of its
transients.
In this connection, the improvement of the RF structure
with the aim of its transients speeding-up and effectiveness
improving of signal extraction on the background of clutter
edge is the relevant research task. Exactly this task is
considered in the present paper.
II. THE SYNTHESIS OF IMPROVED REJECTION FILTER
For the synthesis of the modernized RF structure in the
transient mode, similar to [16], we use the method of state
variables, which gives the adequate filter description in the
time domain. Being a discrete system, the digital non-
recursive RF of m -order in the k -th time moment can be
described by some state vector ( ) [ ( )]nk x k=X , where
( )nx k is the state variable corresponding to the output value of
the n -th delay unit of the RF, 1,n m= . The difference matrix
equation of the RF state has a view in the standard form [17]
( 1) ( ) ( )k k u k+ = +X AX B ,                                             (1)
where A  is the matrix of m m×  dimension, which defines the
connection between states in k -th and ( 1k + )-th time
moments, B  is a column vector of m dimension describing
the dependence between state variables and the input impact
( )u k .
The difference equation (1) solution, at known processed
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depending on filter parameters and the vector initial state (0)X .
Modernization of the non-recursive RF structure with the
aim of transient speeding-up assumes the formation of the
initial state vector. A criterion of transient speeding-up is
based on the condition of RF output constancy and hence, its
state from the moments of clutter arrival
( 1) ( ) (0)k k+ = =X X X
or ( 1) ( ) 0k k+ − =X X  for 0k ≥ .                                   (3)
The squareness of the pulse train envelope, which takes
place at discrete observation radar mode and in combination
with known time of sample arrival, opens new possibilities of
RF transient speeding-up and is the necessary condition of
criterion (3) fulfillment. If the envelope shape differs from
rectangular one, for example, at continuous scanning, then we
must fix the moment of clutter arrival and perform the
preliminary sample weighting to provide the envelope
squareness.
Actual clutter samples represent a random process with
definite fluctuation character, and we may imply the envelope
squareness within the limits of the mean value of samples’
sequence. On this account, we shall approximate a step at the
clutter edge by the stepped input impact with constant
amplitude. Then, a limitation superposable to the input sample
takes a form
( 1) ( ) (0)u k u k u+ = =
or ( 1) ( ) 0u k u k+ − =  for 0k ≥ .                                     (4)
The criterion (3) with relations (2) and (4) account leads to
equation
( ) (0) (0) 0k k u− + =A A I X A B ,
which solution is the vector of initial state
1(0) ( ) (0)u−= −X I A B ,                                                  (5)
where I  is the identity matrix.
Thus, a constancy of states and the RF output is provided
upon condition that the initial state vector (0)X  takes a value
at the moment of clutter arrival, which is proportional,
according to (5), to the first clutter sample.
Let us illustrate a synthesis of the improved RF in the
transient mode on an example of non-recursive filter of the 3rd
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The value of initial state vector (0)X , which is obtained as
a results of a synthesis, in contrast to [16] assumes the sample
)0(u  arrival at outputs of all RF delay units at the moment of
clutter edge appearance. Since in the classic RF diagram, the
(0)u  sample does not pass to outputs of delay units and,
accordingly, the vector (0) 0=X , then, to satisfy the
condition (6), we must require introduction of units, which
perform the RF structure adjustment.
III. THE STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM OF THE IMPROVED RF
The structural diagram of the adjustable RF represented in
Fig.1 contains the clutter detector CD, the synchronous
generator SG, the switch SW, storage devices SDT performing
functions of delay units for samples processed over the period
T  of its repetition, adders ( Σ ) and weighting units ( )g l ,
0,l m=  [18]. The clutter detector (CD) contains the
comparator performing the comparison of the received
interference with the specified values, and logical elements for
formation of the unitary single [18]. At coincidence of the
antenna beam position during discrete scanning and the clutter
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“cloud” edge, the clutter detector CD produces the single
voltage signal, and the switch SW, which was earlier in open
state, is closed now. The digital sample of the first reflected
pulse passes to the first SDT input and, simultaneously,
through the switch SW and adders, to inputs of subsequent
SDT. At that, the compensation of clutter component takes
place. To the moment of the second reflected pulse arrival, the
clutter detector CD opens the switch SW until reflections from
the other clutter source begin to appear.
The further processing of samples of the signal and clutter
mixture is fulfilled in conventional manner: samples arrive in
sequence to the storage devices SDT, weighting units )(lg
and the output adder. Samples of the signal mixture and
decorrelated (for the received number of periods) interference
remainders. Beginning from the first clutter sample, the
compensation effectiveness for low-frequency components
during the transient mode constantly grows. Echoes from
moving targets, which differ from the narrowband clutter by
the Doppler modulation, are not compensated and beginning
from the second sample pass to RF output. As a whole,
effectiveness of Doppler signal extraction on the clutter
background in the transient mode increases sequentially from
one pulse to the next achieving. After ( 1+m )-th clutter
sample arrival, the steady-state value, which corresponds to
maximal effectiveness for RF chosen order and parameters.
Synchronous information timing in the storage devices
SDT and the other units provides by the pulses of the
synchronous generator SG, which follow with a period of time
discretization of the input data. The specific realization of the
clutter detector CD and description of its operation are given
in [18].
At continuous observation mode, perfection of the RF
structure with the aim of transient speeding-up has its own
peculiarities caused by clutter pulse modulation at its edges by
the antenna pattern. Detection of the front clutter edge is
performed over all modulated pulses of edges till the moments
of pulse arrival, which corresponds to the flat plateau of the
clutter envelope [19]. Further, the delayed clutter edge
samples are weighted with the aim of its squareness
recovering, which allows effective extraction of Doppler
signals at similar to Fig.1 processing, without waiting of
pulses arrival for the envelope flat part. As well, at arrival and
detection of the rear clutter edge by means of sample
weighting, the recovering of its envelope squareness takes
place. After the last pulse arrival, connection between storage
devices breaks, which leads to cancellation of the information
contained and thus to elimination of the RF transient mode
(chink) from the clutter rear edge. Implementation and
operation principle of edges detector for continuous
observation are described in [19].
The problem of transient speeding-up in the adaptive RF
can be solved in the same manner. This is achieved by
addition of conventional adaptation units, which perform
estimation of spectral-correlation clutter parameters and
adjustment of RF characteristics. For this, we may introduce
the similar to above-mentioned the detector of clutter edges
and appropriate units, which eliminate transients from front
and rear edges of the clutter [20].
IV. RF EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS IN THE TRANSIENT MODE
The analysis of RF effectiveness with adjustable structure
(Fig. 1) in the transient mode, we perform in the similar manner
using the method of state variables. The RF output, as it follows
from the matrix equation of input–state–output type, equals
( ) ( ) ( )y k k du k= +CX ,                                                   (7)
where C  is the vector-line of m -dimension describing a
connection between RF state and the output value; d  is  a
scalar characterizing a connection between input and output.













= + +∑CA X C A B .                (8)
For RF with fixed structure, the vector (0) 0≡X  and
expression (8) is converted to the conventional form, which is
a convolution of input impact and the weighting function ( )h l
(pulse response) of RF
1
0 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
k k
l l
y k h k l u l du k h k l u l
−
= =
= − + = −∑ ∑ ,         (9)
where 1( ) k lh k l − −− = CA B  are coefficients of the RF pulse
response coinciding with RF weighting coefficients, i.e.,
( ) ( )h k l g k l− = − .
For RF with adjustable structure, taking into account (5),
Fig.1. Structural diagram of the adjustable RF
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where 1( ) ( )kq k −= −CA I A B .
The term ( ) (0)q k u  defines a contribution to output value
formation in the k -th time moment at the cost of RF structure
adjustment, at that, ( ) 0q k =  for k m≥ .
The expression (10) can be written as a convolution (9),














The RF effectiveness can be characterized by the
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where 2σ  and 2RFσ  are variances of the clutter or noise,
accordingly, at RF input and output.
At zero mean value of initial processes (clutter and noise),
the variance at the RF output relative to the ( 1k + )-th pulse of
processed sequence is determined in the form 2 2RF ( )y kσ = .
As a result of statistical averaging, taking into account the
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where ( , )j lρ  are coefficients of the inter-period correlation
of the clutter.
Going over to the matrix form, we have
cl clγ = H H H R H ,                                                     (11)
where [ ( )]h k j= −H  is the K -dimension column vector of
the RF weighting function, which elements are determined
depending on the RF structure (fixed or adjustable); 1K k= +
is a number of pulses processed in RF; the index “ ” means
the transposition operation; cl [ ( , )]j lρ=R  is the clutter
correlation matrix with K K×  dimension.
As clutter spectral characteristics, we choose boundary
approximations for a wide class of the clutter power spectra,
which correspond to fast and slow spectrum falling and
describing by Gaussian and resonant curves:
2
G 0( ) exp{ 2, 8[( ) / ] }G f f f f= − − Δ ,
2 1
res 0( ) {1 [2( ) / ] }G f f f f
−
= + − Δ ,
where 0f  is the central frequency, fΔ  is a spectrum width on
a half-level.
Gaussian and exponential correlation functions correspond
to these approximations, and coefficients of inter-period
correlation have a view
2
( )
G G( , )
j lj lρ ρ −= , where 2 2G exp[ ( ) / 2, 8]fTρ π= − Δ ;
| |
exp exp( , )
j lj lρ ρ −= ,  where exp exp( )fTρ π= − Δ .
V. ANALYSIS RESULTS
Let us fulfill the RF effectiveness analysis in the transient
operation mode for 2, 3, and 4K =  on the example of non-
recursive RF the 3rd order with binomial weighting
coefficients (0) (3) 1g g= − = , (1) (2) 3g g= − = − .
Values of processing vector H  for different K  and for
both types of RF: fixed structure (FS) and adjustable structure
(AS) are shown in Table 1. We see that RF structure
adjustment leads to such values of pulse response coefficients,
which correspond to compensation of constant amplitude
samples that corresponds to sample decorrelation of the actual
clutter at each step of the transient process.
Table 1. Values of the processing vector H
K
RF type



















































The specific expressions for clγ  coefficient for both
approximations of the clutter correlation functions, which are
obtained by formula (11), are shown in Table 2.
Functions cl ( )Kγ  for the RF fixed structure (dashed line)
and for the RF adjustable structure (solid lines) calculated
according to Table 2 expressions for G exp 0, 99ρ ρ= =  are
shown in Fig. 2. Characteristics with number 1 correspond to
the Gaussian function of clutter correlation; characteristic with
number 2 correspond to the exponential function. As we see,
for adjustable structure of RF, the significant growth of clutter
suppression effectiveness can be achieved.
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“cloud” edge, the clutter detector CD produces the single
voltage signal, and the switch SW, which was earlier in open
state, is closed now. The digital sample of the first reflected
pulse passes to the first SDT input and, simultaneously,
through the switch SW and adders, to inputs of subsequent
SDT. At that, the compensation of clutter component takes
place. To the moment of the second reflected pulse arrival, the
clutter detector CD opens the switch SW until reflections from
the other clutter source begin to appear.
The further processing of samples of the signal and clutter
mixture is fulfilled in conventional manner: samples arrive in
sequence to the storage devices SDT, weighting units )(lg
and the output adder. Samples of the signal mixture and
decorrelated (for the received number of periods) interference
remainders. Beginning from the first clutter sample, the
compensation effectiveness for low-frequency components
during the transient mode constantly grows. Echoes from
moving targets, which differ from the narrowband clutter by
the Doppler modulation, are not compensated and beginning
from the second sample pass to RF output. As a whole,
effectiveness of Doppler signal extraction on the clutter
background in the transient mode increases sequentially from
one pulse to the next achieving. After ( 1+m )-th clutter
sample arrival, the steady-state value, which corresponds to
maximal effectiveness for RF chosen order and parameters.
Synchronous information timing in the storage devices
SDT and the other units provides by the pulses of the
synchronous generator SG, which follow with a period of time
discretization of the input data. The specific realization of the
clutter detector CD and description of its operation are given
in [18].
At continuous observation mode, perfection of the RF
structure with the aim of transient speeding-up has its own
peculiarities caused by clutter pulse modulation at its edges by
the antenna pattern. Detection of the front clutter edge is
performed over all modulated pulses of edges till the moments
of pulse arrival, which corresponds to the flat plateau of the
clutter envelope [19]. Further, the delayed clutter edge
samples are weighted with the aim of its squareness
recovering, which allows effective extraction of Doppler
signals at similar to Fig.1 processing, without waiting of
pulses arrival for the envelope flat part. As well, at arrival and
detection of the rear clutter edge by means of sample
weighting, the recovering of its envelope squareness takes
place. After the last pulse arrival, connection between storage
devices breaks, which leads to cancellation of the information
contained and thus to elimination of the RF transient mode
(chink) from the clutter rear edge. Implementation and
operation principle of edges detector for continuous
observation are described in [19].
The problem of transient speeding-up in the adaptive RF
can be solved in the same manner. This is achieved by
addition of conventional adaptation units, which perform
estimation of spectral-correlation clutter parameters and
adjustment of RF characteristics. For this, we may introduce
the similar to above-mentioned the detector of clutter edges
and appropriate units, which eliminate transients from front
and rear edges of the clutter [20].
IV. RF EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS IN THE TRANSIENT MODE
The analysis of RF effectiveness with adjustable structure
(Fig. 1) in the transient mode, we perform in the similar manner
using the method of state variables. The RF output, as it follows
from the matrix equation of input–state–output type, equals
( ) ( ) ( )y k k du k= +CX ,                                                   (7)
where C  is the vector-line of m -dimension describing a
connection between RF state and the output value; d  is  a
scalar characterizing a connection between input and output.
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For RF with fixed structure, the vector (0) 0≡X  and
expression (8) is converted to the conventional form, which is
a convolution of input impact and the weighting function ( )h l
(pulse response) of RF
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where 1( ) k lh k l − −− = CA B  are coefficients of the RF pulse
response coinciding with RF weighting coefficients, i.e.,
( ) ( )h k l g k l− = − .
For RF with adjustable structure, taking into account (5),
Fig.1. Structural diagram of the adjustable RF
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For 2=K  the benefit in clγ  coefficient (compared to RF
without adjustment) is 17 dB, for 3K = –16 dB for the
Gaussian function and 12 dB for the exponential function. If
4K = , the steady-state mode of RF operation occurs. The
suppression effectiveness of the clutter with fast spectrum
decrease is shown essentially higher than with slow decrease.
However, in the last case, during RF structure the steady-state
mode of clutter suppression is achieved practically right away.
Let us consider the signal extraction effectiveness in the
RF, which can be characterized by the improving coefficient
of a signal/clutter ratio
s clμ = H R H H R H ,
where s s[ ( , )]j lρ=R  is the correlation matrix of the RF
input signal, s sγ=H R H  is the signal transmission factor
through RF.
Functions of s ( )Kγ  and ( )Kμ , respectively, are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 for the optimal target velocity, mutual signal
fluctuations [ s ( , ) ( 1)
j lj lρ += − ] and former clutter
characteristics (designations correspond to Fig. 2). It follows
from Fig. 3 that under RF structure adjustment and 2K =  and
3, the rather small loss in signal transmission through the RF
takes place, which can be explained by differences in H
vector elements for RF of both types (see Table 1). Resulting
effectiveness of signal extraction on the background of clutter
edge, as we see from Fig. 4, for the filter with adjustable
structure, is higher than effectiveness of conventional RF with
the fixed structure by 12–17 dB.
VI. CONCLUSION
The improved non-recursive RF synthesized in this paper
using the method of state variables allows performing
speeding-up of the transient process by means of setting the
initial RF state, which is proportional to the first clutter sample
at the moment of its arrival.
RF modernization is achieved by its structure adjustment
according to results of clutter edge detection, which leads to
its effectiveness increase in the transient mode sequentially
from one pulse to another.
The comparative RF analysis for fixed and adjustable
structures performed by authors on the base of the state
variables method shows that adjustment of RF structure
ensures significant effectiveness growth in the transient mode
for moving targets on the background of clutter edges for a
wide class of spectral-correlation characteristics.
Fig. 2. Functions of the clutter
suppression coefficient
Fig. 3. Functions of signal
transmission factor
Fig. 4. Functions of improvement
factor for signal/clutter
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For 2=K  the benefit in clγ  coefficient (compared to RF
without adjustment) is 17 dB, for 3K = –16 dB for the
Gaussian function and 12 dB for the exponential function. If
4K = , the steady-state mode of RF operation occurs. The
suppression effectiveness of the clutter with fast spectrum
decrease is shown essentially higher than ith slow decrease.
However, in the last case, during RF structure the steady-state
mode of clutter suppression is achieved practically right away.
Let us consider the signal extraction effectiveness in the
RF, which can be characterized by the improving coefficient
of a signal/clutter ratio
s clμ = H R H H R H ,
where s s[ ( , )]j lρ=R  is the correlation matrix of the RF
input signal, s sγ=H R H  is the signal transmission factor
through RF.
Functions of s ( )Kγ  and ( )Kμ , respectively, are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 for the optimal target velocity, mutual signal
fluctuations [ s ( , ) ( 1)
j lj lρ += − ] and former clutter
characteristics (designations correspond to Fig. 2). It follows
from Fig. 3 that under RF structure adjustment and 2K =  and
3, the rather small loss in signal transmission through the RF
takes place, which can be explained by differences in H
vector elements for RF of both types (see Table 1). Resulting
effectiveness of signal extraction on the background of clutter
edge, as we see from Fig. 4, for the filter with adjustable
structure, is higher than effectiveness of conventional RF with
the fixed structure by 12–17 dB.
VI. CONCLUSION
The improved non-recursive RF synthesized in this paper
using the method of state variables allows performing
speeding-up of the transient process by means of setting the
initial RF state, which is proportional to the first clutter sample
at the moment of its arrival.
RF modernization is achieved by its structure adjustment
according to results of clutter edge detection, which leads to
its effectiveness increase in the transient mode sequentially
from one pulse to another.
The comparative RF analysis for fixed and adjustable
structures performed by authors on the base of the state
variables method shows that adjustment of RF structure
ensures significant effectiveness growth in the transient mode
for moving targets on the background of clutter edges for a
wide class of spectral-correlation characteristics.
Fig. 2. Functions of the clutter
suppression coefficient
Fig. 3. Functions of signal
transmission factor
Fig. 4. Functions of improvement
factor for signal/clutter
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For 2=K  the benefit in clγ  coefficient (compared to RF
without adjustment) is 17 dB, for 3K = –16 dB for the
Gaussian function and 12 dB for the exponential function. If
4K = , the steady-state mode of RF operation occurs. The
suppression effectiveness of the clutter with fast spectrum
decrease is shown essentially higher than with slow decrease.
However, in the last case, during RF structure the steady-state
mode of clutter suppression is achieved practically right away.
Let us consider the signal extraction effectiveness in the
RF, which can be characterized by the improving coef icient
of a signal/clutter ratio
s clμ = H R H H R H ,
where s s[ ( , )]j lρ=R  is the correlation matrix of the RF
input signal, s sγ=H R H  is the signal transmission factor
through RF.
Functions of s ( )Kγ  and ( )Kμ , respectively, are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 for the optimal target velocity, mutual signal
fluctuations [ s ( , ) ( 1)
j lj lρ += − ] and former clutter
characteristics (designations correspond to Fig. 2). It follows
from Fig. 3 that under RF structure adjustment and 2K =  and
3, the rather small loss in signal transmission through the RF
takes place, which can be explained by differences in H
vector elements for RF of both types (see Table 1). Resulting
effectiveness of signal extraction on the background of clutter
edge, as we see from Fig. 4, for the filter with adjustable
structure, is higher than effectiveness of conventional RF with
the fixed structure by 12–17 dB.
VI. CONCLUSION
The improved non-recursive RF synthesized in this paper
using the method of state variables allows performing
speeding-up of the transient process by means of setting the
initial RF state, which is proportional to the first clutter sample
at the moment of its arrival.
RF modernization is achieved by its structure adjustment
according to results of clutter edge detection, which leads to
its effectiveness increase in the transient mode sequentially
from one pulse to another.
The comparative RF analysis for fixed and adjustable
structures performed by authors on the base of the state
variables method shows that adjustment of RF structure
ensures significant effectiveness growth in the transient mode
for moving targets on the background of clutter edges for a
wide class of spectral-correlation characteristics.
Fig. 2. Functions of the clutter
suppression coefficient
Fig. 3. Functions of signal
transmission factor
Fig. 4. Functions of improvement
factor for signal/clutter
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For 2=  the benefit in clγ  coefficient (co pared to RF
ithout adjust ent) is 17 dB, for 3K = –16 dB for the
aussian function and 12 dB for the exponential function. If
4K = , the steady-state ode of RF operation occurs. The
suppression effectiveness of the clutter ith fast spectru
decrease is sho n essentially higher than ith slo  decrease.
o ever, in the last case, during RF structure the steady-state
ode of clutter suppression is achieved practically right a ay.
Let us consider the signal extraction effectiveness in the
RF, hich can be characterized by the i proving coefficient
of a signal/clutter ratio
s clμ = ,
here s s[ ( , )]j lρ=  is the correlation atrix of the RF
input signal, s sγ=  is the signal trans ission factor
through RF.
Functions of s ( )Kγ  and ( )Kμ , respectively, are sho n in
Figs. 3 and 4 for the opti al target velocity, utual signal
fluctuations [ s ( , ) ( 1)
j lj lρ += − ] and for er clutter
characteristics (designations correspond to Fig. 2). It follo s
fro  Fig. 3 that under RF structure adjust ent and 2K =  and
3, the rather s all loss in signal trans ission through the RF
takes place, hich can be explained by differences in
vector ele ents for RF of both types (see Table 1). Resulting
effectiveness of signal extraction on the background of clutter
edge, as e see fro  Fig. 4, for the filter ith adjustable
structure, is higher than effectiveness of conventional RF ith
the fixed structure by 12–17 dB.
I. CONCLUSION
The i proved non-recursive RF synthesized in this paper
using the ethod of state variables allo s perfor ing
speeding-up of the transient process by eans of setting the
initial RF state, hich is proportional to the first clutter sa ple
at the o ent of its arrival.
RF odernization is achieved by its structure adjust ent
according to results of clutter edge detection, hich leads to
its effectiveness increase in the transient ode sequentially
fro  one pulse to another.
The co parative RF analysis for fixed and adjustable
structures perfor ed by authors on the base of the state
variables ethod sho s that adjust ent of RF structure
ensures significant effectiveness gro th in the transient ode
for oving targets on the background of clutter edges for a
ide class of spectral-correlation characteristics.
Fig. 2. Functions of the clutter
suppression coefficient
Fig. 3. Functions of signal
trans ission factor
Fig. 4. Functions of i prove ent
factor for signal/clutter
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For 2=K  the benefit in clγ  coefficient (compared to RF
without adjustment) is 17 dB, for 3K = –16 dB for the
Gaussian function and 12 dB for the exponential function. If
4K = , the steady-state mode of RF operation occurs. The
suppression effectiveness of the clutter with fast spectrum
decrease is shown essentially higher than with slow decrease.
However, in the last case, during RF structure the steady-state
mode of clutter suppression is achieved practically right away.
Let us consider the signal extraction effectiveness in the
RF, which can be characterized by the improving coefficient
of a signal/clutter ratio
s clμ = H R H H R H ,
where s s[ ( , )]j lρ=R  is the correlation matrix of the RF
input signal, s sγ=H R H  is the signal transmission factor
through RF.
Functions of s ( )Kγ  and ( )Kμ , respectively, are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 for the optimal target velocity, mutual signal
fluctuations [ s ( , ) ( 1)
j lj lρ += − ] and former clutter
characteristics (designations correspond to Fig. 2). It follows
from Fig. 3 that under RF structure adjustment and 2K =  and
3, the rather small loss in signal transmission through the RF
takes place, which can be explained by differences in H
vector elements for RF of both types (see Table 1). Resulting
effectiveness of signal extraction on the background of clutter
edge, as we see from Fig. 4, for the filter with adjustable
structure, is higher than effectiveness of conventional RF with
the fixed structure by 12–17 dB.
VI. CONCLUSION
The improved non-recursive RF synthesized in this paper
using the method of state variables allows performing
speeding-up of the transient process by means of setting the
initial RF state, which is proportional to the first clutter sample
at the moment of its arrival.
RF modernization is achieved by its structure adjustment
according to results of clutter edge detection, which leads to
its effectiveness increase in the transient mode sequentially
from one pulse to another.
The comparative RF analysis for fixed and adjustable
structures performed by authors on the base of the state
variables method shows that adjustment of RF structure
ensures significant effectiveness growth in the transient mode
for moving targets on the background of clutter edges for a
wide class of spectral-correlation characteristics.
Fig. 2. Functions of the clutter
suppression coefficient
Fig. 3. Functions of signal
transmission factor
Fig. 4. Functions of improvement
factor for signal/clutter
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For 2=  the benefit in clγ  coefficient (co pared to RF
ithout adjust ent) is 17 dB, for 3K = –16 dB for the
aussian functi n and 12 dB for the exponential function. If
4K = , the steady-state ode of RF operation occurs. The
suppression effectiveness of the clutter ith fast spectru
decrease i  sho n essentially higher than ith slo  decrease.
o ever, in the last case, during RF structure the steady-state
ode of clutter suppr ssion is achieved practically right a ay.
Let us consider the signal extraction effectiveness in the
RF, hich can be c aracterized by the i proving coefficient
of a signal/clutter ratio
s clμ = ,
here s s[ ( , )]j lρ=  is the correlation atrix of the RF
input signal, s sγ=  is the signal trans ission factor
through RF.
Functions of s ( )Kγ  and ( )Kμ , respectively, are sho n in
Figs. 3 and 4 for the opti al target velocity, utual signal
fluctuations [ s ( , ) ( 1)
j lj lρ += − ] and for er clutter
characteristics (designations correspond to Fig. 2). It follo s
fr  Fig. 3 that under RF structure adjust ent and 2K =  and
3, the rather s all loss in signal trans ission through the RF
takes place, hich can be explained by differences in
vector le ents for RF of both types (see Table 1). Resulting
ffectiv ness of sig al extraction on the background of clutter
edge, as e see fro  Fig. 4, for the filter ith adjustable
structure, is higher than effectiveness of conventional RF ith
the fixed structure by 12–17 dB.
I. CONCLUSION
The i proved non-recursive RF synthesized in this paper
using the ethod of state variables allo s perfor ing
peeding-u  o  the transient process by eans of setting the
initi l RF state, hich is proportional to the first clutter sa ple
at the o ent of its arrival.
RF odernization is achieved by its structure adjust ent
according to re ults of clutter edge detection, hich leads to
its effectiveness increase in the transient ode sequentially
fro  n pulse to another.
The co parative RF analysis for fixed and adjustable
structures perfor ed by authors on the base of the state
variabl s ethod sho s that adjust ent of RF structure
ensures significant effectiveness gro th in the transient ode
for oving targets on the background of clutter edges for a
ide class of spectral-correlation characteristics.
Fig. 2. Functions of the clutter
suppression coefficient
Fig. 3. Functions of s gn l
trans ission factor
Fig. 4. Functions of i prove ent
factor for signal/clutter
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For 2=K  the benefit in clγ  coefficient (compared to RF
without adjustment) is 17 dB, for 3K = –16 dB for the
Gaussian function and 12 dB for the exponential function. If
4K = , the steady-state mode of RF operation occurs. The
suppression effectiveness of the clutter with fast spectrum
decrease is shown essentially higher than with slow decrease.
However, in the last case, during RF structure the steady-state
mode of clutter suppression is achieved practically right away.
Let us consider the signal extraction effectiveness in the
RF, which can be characterized by the improving coefficient
of a signal/clutter ratio
s clμ = H R H H R H ,
where s s[ ( , )]j lρ=R  is the correlation matrix of the RF
input signal, s sγ=H R H  is the signal transmission factor
through RF.
Functions of s ( )Kγ  and ( )Kμ , respectively, are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 for the optimal target velocity, mutual signal
fluctuations [ s ( , ) ( 1)
j lj lρ += − ] and former clutter
characteristics (designations correspond to Fig. 2). It follows
from Fig. 3 that under RF structure adjustment and 2K =  and
3, the rather small loss in signal transmission through the RF
takes place, which can be explained by differences in H
vector elements for RF of both types (see Table 1). Resulting
effectiveness of signal extraction on the background of clutter
edge, as we see from Fig. 4, for the filter with adjustable
structure, is higher than effectiveness of conventional RF with
the fixed structure by 12–17 dB.
VI. CONCLUSION
The improved non-recursive RF synthesized in this paper
using the method of state variables allows performing
speeding-up of the transient process by means of setting the
initial RF state, which is proportional to the first clutter sample
at the moment of its arrival.
RF modernization is achieved by its structure adjustment
according to results of clutter edge detection, which leads to
its effectiveness increase in the transient mode sequentially
from one pulse to another.
The comparative RF analysis for fixed and adjustable
structures performed by authors on the base of the state
variables method shows that adjustment of RF structure
ensures significant effectiveness growth in the transient mode
for moving targets on the background of clutter edges for a
wide class of spectral-correlation characteristics.
Fig. 2. Functions of the clutter
suppression coefficient
Fig. 3. Functions of signal
transmission factor
Fig. 4. Functions of improvement
factor for signal/clutter
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without adjustment) is 17 dB, for 3K = –16 dB for the
Gaussian function and 12 dB for the exponential function. If
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However, in the last case, during RF structure the steady-state
mode of clutter suppression is achieved practically right away.
Let us consider the signal extraction effectiveness in the
RF, which can be characterized by the improving coefficient
of a signal/clutter ratio
s clμ = H R H H R H ,
where s s[ ( , )]j lρ=R  is the correlation matrix of the RF
input signal, s sγ=H R H  is the signal transmission factor
through RF.
Functions of s ( )Kγ  and ( )Kμ , respectively, are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 for the optimal target velocity, mutual signal
fluctuations [ s ( , ) ( 1)
j lj lρ += − ] and former clutter
characteristics (designations correspond to Fig. 2). It follows
from Fig. 3 that under RF structure adjustment and 2K =  and
3, the rather small loss in signal transmission through the RF
takes place, which can be explained by differences in H
vector elements for RF of both types (see Table 1). Resulting
effectiveness of signal extraction on the background of clutter
edge, as we see from Fig. 4, for the filter with adjustable
structure, is higher than effectiveness of conventional RF with
the fixed structure by 12–17 dB.
VI. CONCLUSION
The improved non-recursive RF synthesized in this paper
using the method of state variables allows performing
speeding-up of the transient process by means of setting the
initial RF state, which is proportional to the first clutter sample
at the moment of its arrival.
RF modernization is achieved by its structure adjustment
according to results of clutter edge detection, which leads to
its effectiveness increase in the transient mode sequentially
from one pulse to another.
The comparative RF analysis for fixed and adjustable
structures performed by authors on the base of the state
variables method shows that adjustment of RF structure
ensures significant effectiveness growth in the transient mode
for moving targets on the background of clutter edges for a
wide class of spectral-correlation characteristics.
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